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Pandemic and VE75!
Chairman’s Introduction
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Summer is with us and another Newsletter. Your executive hope this finds you well.
I am delighted to say that after my last letter I did not get a deluge of sickness reports,
so I hope this continues.
Here at Cowran Farm we have taken the first tentative steps to normality. All our
vulnerable young trainees visited the farm week beginning 15th June after lock-down.
Of course, Social Distancing is not really a big deal on a farm…. Lots of space … but the transport is a bit
of a nightmare, only three to a vehicle not the usual seven so many more journeys, but it is a start and in
line with the Education Ministry’s desire to get the education machine rolling again.
As another step to normality, your Executive are going to “virtual meet” on 14th July, as per the
schedule. As is our tradition, members are welcome to attend, so if you have the technology just drop
me an email and I will send you the link.
As we said at the start of lock-down, we hope to hold our AGM on 13th October Not at all sure of the
format this will take but hopefully HMG will have allowed Social Distancing to reduce to 1m by then, so
we will see. For those of you who wish to remain “shielded” we will give you the opportunity to have
an input by email, but the Exec believe a real meeting is what we should be aiming for (after all
President Trump can do it big style !)
The last newsletter was produced at precisely the moment when UK moved into lockdown and the
editor escaped his home in the northwest for the duration with family in Norfolk, and I must thank Brian
for the excellent script, as always. We are indebted to David Hodgson for collecting the printed edition
and Peter and Pam Dew for the mailout. For this newsletter, produced in ‘Nelson’s County’ (Norfolk, in
case you’re unsure) a number of members have sent in articles which hopefully will meet with your
approval. Please keep them coming in – this is your newsletter, so use it.
Mike Lamb has volunteered to take over the website and will hopefully give it the makeover it so badly
needs when we can introduce him to the log-in and access method: hopefully as the lockdown relaxes as
we move into summer. We still need a volunteer to take over the Christmas Carol Service. It’s a
relatively simple stand alone project just once a year, so who would like to take it on? There will be
plenty of help to get you started through the Executive. And then there is also publicity and the
question of a new Chairman – this has not gone away – so how do we solve the problem?
The introductory article is from Chief of the Defence Staff addressing the ‘big issue’ from a Defence
perspective, and this is followed by a round of of snippets from the press where the military have been
involved in aid to the civil powers. In many cases our servicemen and women are the little sung heroes
in enabling speedier and more robust solutions where civilian structures reach stasis.
The powder keg that is the Middle East is quieter through the prism of Covid but make no mistake, the
underlying pressures are still there and not improving. On pages 5 & 6 we provide some insight to the
Iran v US standoff. There’s a strong naval input throughout and we also congtratulate HMS Lancaster on
her birthday this year as she comes out of refit.
Reflecting on a poorly celebrated VE75 Harry Fecitt has provided us with a tale from the ‘Forgotten
Army’ in the Burma campaign on pages 7 & 8 and promises more of the same while we also look at
three very different books on the subject of WWII towards the end of the newsletter.
You may remember that our Treasurer volunteered a “Round Cumbria Cycle Ride week” on behalf of
Combat Stress during VE75 week, but that was postponed due to lockdown. The ride is now planned for
September – providing the freedom is given! The enclosed flier has details for those who would like to
sponsor the fundraising effort for Combat Stress.
Membership was due on 1st April, so if you do not pay by SO please let the Treasurer have your cheque.
Col Mike Diss

Autumn Events - These are pending developments
September – Talk on the 14th Army – VJ75 anniversary – expect postponement
Tues 13th October – AGM at Westfield Village – planned for 7pm - TBC
Thursday 23rd Oct??? – Talk at Lancaster University - TBC
Annual Dinner - TBD

A VE-Day to Remember
Seventy five years ago Winston Churchill was preparing to speak to
the Nation to announce the defeat of Nazi Germany. VE-Day marked
the end of a cataclysmic European war that had tested to breaking
point the fabric of much of the Country's social existence. So to mark
this historic declaration, a public holiday was announced, before
which, Churchill sensibly ensured sufficient stocks of beer were held
in the capital to lubricate the national celebration. Licensing hours
were extended to midnight, but the barrels ran dry long before.
Unfortunately, no such public celebration will mark the 75th
anniversary of the liberation of Europe this year, locked as we all were
in another sort of national struggle, this time against a virulent, lethal
yet invisible respiratory disease, Covid-19. And no similar clean and
decisive victory awaits us.
The formal surrender of all German land, sea and air forces across Europe was a complete and utter capitulation, an
unconditional surrender. Although no such decisive VC Day awaits us, this anniversary is a significant milestone as the
number of our veterans and those who lived through the dark years of the war dwindle and at a time when the
country once again confronts a crisis; the post-war generation for the first time having risen to an unexpected
challenge that threatens our way of life.
In conjuring up the language of the war, this pandemic has exposed our health professionals, doctors, nurses and care
workers to the front line, and the Army is proud to play a small but vital part in supporting the sustained national
effort that will be necessary to neuter the virus.
Striking too has been the reawakening of a community spirit reminiscent of Blitz Britain, with Colonel Tom Moore,
himself of that wartime generation, capturing the public's imagination. He reminds us that courage never goes out of
fashion and the resolve and stoicism that marked their sacrifice should give us hope for the future.
For several years, victory was by no means a given. Everyone lived with uncertainty. There were lives lost, expectations
transformed, loves separated, genuine sacrifice forced to a greater or lesser extent on our entire society and individual
freedom curtailed, then as now.
But it also revealed national characteristics that today we are reminded are not the stuff of myth. We are seeing it all
again; there's nothing old-fashioned about self discipline, pragmatism, generosity, resourcefulness, compassion,
decency and humour in adversity.
And as the country emerged onto the streets to celebrate victory in May 1945 - in a manner that we could not this
year - it was not the end of it all, and people knew it. There was still a war to be won in the Far East against Imperial
Japan, and a nation and a continent to rebuild. The nation celebrated and then got back to work. No one knows how
long it will take to finally conquer Covid-19, or what the long-term cost will be, but the world, its opportunities and
dangers, will offer plenty of challenge for us all. We are reminded of the speed with which modern threats can
manifest themselves and that these days they come in very different shapes, sizes and forms.

Military Personnel assist in the creation of Nightingale Hospitals

Troops assist in distribution of PPE for the NHS

Resilience - the ability to absorb a shock and to come out of it better than the competition - must be our watchword.
Figure
Irrespective of the origins of this particular virus, in Chinese script, the term "crisis" consists of two distinct characters;
one represents danger and the other means opportunity.
Eventually, this current danger will pass and we shall be left with an opportunity - and when the history of this chapter
is written, it will record whether we seized it. Doing so is the key to our survival and long-term prosperity, and really
would be something to celebrate.
General Sir Mark Carleton-Smith - Chief of the Defence Staff
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VE Day and a Plea for Peace – this letter was printed in the Lancaster Guardian in early May.
On the 8th of May we commemorate the 75th anniversary of VE Day. However, uppermost in our minds must be the
defeat of the appalling coronavirus. The courage, dedication and skill of all our wonderful NHS workers show no
bounds and we are all very grateful to them.
Every time they go to work they put their lives on the line and they need all the help and support we can give them
and I am pleased and proud to say that our Armed Forces have, as usual, risen to the occasion and are helping the NHS
magnificently. However on the 8th of May we must not forget our Armed Forces even though there will be no big
commemorative events due to the coronavirus.
During the Second World War 580 726 British and Colonial members of the Armed Forces were killed and globally
many millions of service men and women and civilians lost their lives. Sadly since the end of the Second World War
7187 members of the British Armed Forces have been killed in medal earning theatres. This has to stop.
The Royal British Legion is the custodian of Remembrance. We must never forget those who made the supreme
sacrifice so that we may enjoy the freedom we have today. We should and must care for the physically and mentally
injured, the disabled, the sick and their dependents and make sure that their sacrifice was not in vain.
Remembrance also reminds us of the horror and futility of war and the thousands of civilians who also lost their lives.
In these times of instant communication nations must find a better way of settling their differences than fighting and
committing acts of terrorism.
Respect, goodness and love are more powerful than disrespect, evil and hatred and it behoves us all, whatever our
nationality, position, status, race, colour, gender or creed to ensure that peace prevails and makes the world a better,
safer and happier place. Our nation and the world united in the fight against the coronavirus; will they please now
unite in peace.
Raymond Hirst,
President and Chairman, Lancaster RBL

Military Response to the Covid Crisis
Since the start of lockdown on 23rd March behind the scenes and very much unheralded, our servicemen and women
have been hard at work, notwithstanding the comment which now follows.
A number of Senior Conservative back bench MP’s are concerned that the upper echelons of the Civil Service have
effectively ‘cut-off’ the military during this crisis for fear that procurement and distribution of PPE and setting up
testing labs will be shown for the shambles that we suspect it is!
Ian Duncan Smith “called for the military to be brought in from day one…………their plan is shockingly bad. The only
body that consistently plans for disaster is the military, so why not bring them in from the start?” Its understood that a
number of generals are furious that the military has not been more involved, with General Sir Nick Carter involved in
only one Downing Street daily briefing and Ben Wallace, Defence Minister, has not appeared at all.
Nursing Support
Personnel of the Princess Mary’s Royal Air Force Nursing Service (PMRAFNS) are helping NHS staff during the
Coronavirus crisis. Their experience of working in a Critical Care Air Support Team (CCAST) has proven invaluable when
it comes to critical care nursing and equipment care at Derriford Hospital, Plymouth.
“Our experience of nursing in austere conditions and our leadership training has seen us step up to support our civilian
colleagues in new ways of working,” said Flight Sergeant Holly Chambers. “The ‘on tour’ mentality is influencing our
NHS colleagues in lots of positive ways and it’s clear that the only way to get through this is to work together.”
The slower spread of the virus in the South West gave the team vital time to prepare, allowing intensive care policies
and procedures to be streamlined.
Other military nursing teams are on deployment to the Nightingale Hospitals in major cities across the UK.
Military Charities Funding plummets
In common with many other charities, service organisations have found their fundraising seriously curtailed with the
lockdown. Veteran hero of the lockdown has undoubtedly been Colonel Sir Tom Moore, who has captured the nation’s
heart with his NHS fundraising. Sadly the charities other veterans rely upon have not been so well suppported.
Thankfully, Veterans' minister Johnny Mercer has announced a £6 million budget to support military charities.
The ex-Army officer made the announcement on May 12 six weeks into the Coronavirus pandemic.
Committed to ensuring that Britain is the best place for veterans, Mr Mercer said the environment in which military
charities were operating was changing as a result of the crisis. "Military charities do a fantastic job and the new
investment will ensure they have the funding they need to continue their brilliant efforts," he said.
Royal Hospital Chelsea
A SPECIALIST Army medical team has been drafted in to support veterans at Royal Hospital Chelsea, after four Chelsea
pensioners died of coronavirus and at least 15 more developed symptoms.
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Home to 290 former military personnel, the site is currently closed to visitors. with the pensioners remaining
permanently within the grounds, other than for hospital visits, to reduce their risk of exposure to the virus.
Gen Sir Adrian Bradshaw, governor at the Royal Hospital Chelsea, said a small team from the Army had been drafted in
to provide "a range of medical support. Since our foundation, the hospital has endeavoured to honour the debt the
nation owes to its veterans by providing our pensioners With the highest quality care and support that they rightly
deserve," he said.
Medevac Service for Scotland
In the last week of April an RAF Puma helicopter based at Kinloss supported the NHS in Scotland with the first transfer
of a critically ill patient from the Isle of Arran. Three Pumas are currently based at Kinloss Barracks in Scotland as part
of a new Aviation Task Force which was set up to support the government's response to coronavirus. The crew were
called from standby at 1am to support the transfer of a critically ill patient from the Isle of Arran to the University
Hospital Crosshouse in Kilmarnock. The three-person helicopter
crew flew to Arran, where they landed at Knockenkelly and met
the emergency medical care team on site.
"Just over 3 hours after the crew received the call, the patient had
travelled 162 nautical miles and was in the Intensive Care Unit.
The training that we conducted with the emergency medical teams
across Scotland ensured that, when the time came, we were all
ready for a quick and smooth transfer of a patient.
“We’re extremely proud to be able to help the NHS in Scotland and
it’s rewarding to see the team pull together so quickly and
effectively when they were needed. Our thoughts are with the
patient and their family and we wish them a swift and full
recovery.”
Covid impact in the Services
Nine percent of all regular and reserve military personneI, approximately 13,000, are understood to be absent from
duty as a result of the virus. A substantial number of these will be working from home, because of family or vulnerable
people they care for. Many still contributing to defence. This figure is well below the numbers of the civilian workforce
to be affected. Naval vessels have in particular been protected by screening and shielding from other contact.
The Portsmouth News carried an article late in May indicating that 121 military personnel, including 58 from the Army,
34 from the Navy and 29 from the RAF had contracted Covid 19. Sadly, two servicemen, both from the Navy had died
as a result of the contagion.
HMS Queen Elizabeth set to sea two weeks late as a result of coronavirus testing of the 700 crew with only two testing
positive. The delayed sailing ensured the remaining crew were ‘quarantined on board’ and cleared to sail.
Meanwhile, other navies have had a different experience!
France has denied accusations of "playing with sailors' lives” after it transpired that at least a third of those on board
its aircraft carrier, the Charles De-Gaulle, have tested positive for coronavirus.
Navy sources alleged in French media that the ship's captain requested to put off a deployment to the Atlantic in midMarch while docked in Brest, western France, after several crew members were found to have contracted the Virus.
However. French navy commanders ordered the mission to go ahead regardless, the source is cited as telling
Franceinfo. "The army played with our health, our lives” an unnamed crew member of the battle group is cited as
saying. Sailors are banned from expressing their views.
At least 668 members of the carriers crew were found to have caught the potentially fatal virus from among 1,767
tested since returning to base in southern France. More than half tested so far have come back positive!

Porton Down
Coronavirus Analysis at Porton Down, home to the Science and Technology Laboratory in Wiltshire has been
underway since January. Experts say the first two months were spent validating high tech “assays” for reliably
identifying coronavirus antibodies and designing a robust longitudinal blood sampling study. The first 800 blood
samples were delivered to the laboratory in late February.
“We are expanding this programme during April so that we have the potential to test around 5,000 samples per
week”, said the Department of Health and Social Care. “We will also roll out a national mass population sample over
the coming months... the aim is to enrol 16,000 to 20,000 people who will undergo repeat testing”.
Attention has been focused on swab tests for the virus and cheap home antibody tests to tell people if they have
already been infected. While the swab tests are reasonably precise, the home antibody testing kits are currently
woefully inaccurate. Information on the more serious implications of analysing the Wuhan source remain undisclosed!
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The Core Problem in the Middle East
THE USA remains at bitter loggerheads with Iran over the controversial nuclear deal. Now, as the
agreement lies in tatters following President Hassan Rouhani's latest announcement, the Trump
administration is sending a Patriot missile-defence system, B-25 bombers and a warship to the
Middle East as tensions with Iran continue to rise.
Relations between the USA and Iran have been deteriorating drastically since Mr Trump unilaterally withdrew from
the landmark nuclear deal America and other nations had agreed with Iran in 2015. Under the accord, Iran had agreed
to limit its sensitive nuclear activities and allow international inspectors into the country in return for sanctions relief.
The US has also blacklisted Iran’s elite Revolutionary Guard Corps(IRGC), declaring it a foreign terrorist organisation.
Iran responded by announcing it has suspended two commitments under the 2015 nuclear accord in response to the
sanctions and has also threatened to step up uranium enrichment if sanctions were not relaxed within 60 days.
The sanctions have directly resulted in the collapse of the nation’s economic growth and pushed it into a deep
recession. European powers said they remained committed to the Iran nuclear deal but that they "reject any
ultimatums" from Tehran to prevent its collapse.
After President Donald Trump ordered the killing of Iran’s top general, Qasem Soleimani, many have been questioning
how the country would fare up against the
strongest military in the world. As Iran
mourns the general’s death, officials from
both countries have exchanged stark
warnings, putting military forces and allies
from both countries on high alert on Friday.
According to Global Fire Power, a military
ranking website, the US is ranked as having
the world’s strongest military, while Iran falls
behind in 14th place out of 137 countries
considered in the annual review. However,
Iran’s strong network of regional proxies and
allies pose a great threat to US targets and
are expected to play a major role in rising
tensions between the two nations.
The US president said he ordered the airstrike on Baghdad International Airport because Soleimani, 62, was ‘plotting
to kill’ Americans residing in the country. Mr Trump correctly accused Iran’s second most powerful commander of
being responsible for a series of proxy wars across the Middle East, including ‘orchestrated’ militia attacks on UScoalition bases in Iraq.
In the late 1990s, Soleimani took control of the Quds Force – which is believed to have about 5,000 active personnel –
and became well-known for high-profile links to parliamentary groups across Syria and Yemen. These expansionist
regional ideologies became central to Iran’s defence strategies, with experts saying the intended goal is to exert power
across the Middle East to form a strong resistance against American, Israeli and Saudi influence. Several political
groups work in tandem with the IRGC to push away enemies – in Iraq it has supported Popular Mobilization Units
fighting the ‘Islamic State’ and Shiite militias fighting on behalf of Syria. The US says the Quds have provided further
training, funding and weaponry to Palestinian Islamic Jihad, Houthi rebels in Yemen and Lebanese Shiite group
Hezbollah.
Soleimani is also thought to have approved violent demonstrations at the American embassy in Baghdad earlier in
2019 and Iran has made it clear that the US will suffer severe consequences for the assassination, with supreme leader
Ayatollah Ahmad Khatami threatening American troops in the Middle East. He warned it is ‘time to clear the region
from these insidious beasts’, adding: ‘I am telling Americans, especially Trump, we will take a revenge that will change
their daylight into a nighttime darkness.’ Iran suffers major military disadvantages in comparison to the US, having
been forced to rely on domestic production of weaponry as it has been under a US arms embargo and UN arms
restriction since 2006. However, its strength lies in its network of proxy forces led by the Quds Force, a unit of the
IRGC – a branch of the country’s Armed Forces founded after the Iranian Revolution in 1979.
A breakdown of Iran’s military power Iran has an estimated 523,000 active personnel in the army, navy, air force and
the IRGC. But with a population of more than 83,000,000 the country, it has the ability to draw on more manpower if
necessary (47,324,105). Their defence budget comes in at $6.3 billion (£4.8 billion), which falls well behind the US’s
$716 billion (£547.6 billion) Its land power consists of 8,577 combat tanks, rocket projectors, self-propelled artillery,
armoured fighting vehicles and towed artillery. Air power, including all air crafts and helicopters, stands at 512 assets,
while it possesses 398 ships, submarines and mine warfare. The country currently has 12 operational missiles, which
are mostly short-range and medium-range, while a number are in development, according to Missile Threat. However,
a US Defense Department report says Iran’s missile forces are the largest in the Middle East.
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Iranian Navy harasses US warships
Fears were growing of a new confrontation in the Persian Gulf after the United States accused Iranian naval forces of
carrying out "dangerous and harassing" manoeuvres near its ships in the region. The incident came days after armed
men, presumed to be members of Iran's Revolutionary Guard Corps, boarded an oil tanker in the Strait of Hormuz,
prompting anxiety about a renewed crisis.
The US fifth fleet said a group of 11 Iranian naval vessels
harassed six US navy vessels in the Persian Gulf in early
April, with one coming within 10 yards of a Coast Guard
cutter.
The "dangerous and provocative actions increased the risk
of miscalculation and collision ... and were not in
accordance with the obligation under international law to
act with due regard for the safety of other vessels in the
area," the fleet, based in Bahrain, said in a statement.
The Americans said they issued warnings via radio, fired
short blasts from the ships' horns and long-range acoustic
noisemaker devices, but received no immediate response.
They said after an hour the Iranian vessels acknowledged bridge-to-bridge communication and departed.
Video footage of the incident showed fast boats mounted with machine guns coming within a few dozen yards of a US
vessel before accelerating to cut across its bow. A ship's horn could be heard, apparently as a warning.
The American vessels included the USS Paul Hamilton, a destroyer, the USS Lewis B Puller, a massive floating base, and
the Maui, a Coast Guard cutter. The ships were operating With US Army Apache attack helicopters in international
Waters, the statement said.
Iran’s semi-official ISNA news agency accused the United States of breaching international maritime laws by deploying
warships to the region. Habibollah Sayyari, the deputy head of the Iranian armed forces, said at a press conference
that all military parades and war games planned to mark Iran's national army day had been cancelled, adding "but our
forces have been showing the enemy our resolution and power in a different capacity". He did not refer explicitly to
the incident in the Gulf. Commercial vessels were advised to exercise extra caution near the strait of Hormuz after
armed men seized then released SC Taipei, a Hong Kong flagged tanker with 22 crew members, near the Iranian coast.
Roland Oliphant
IRANS Revolutionary Guard chief warned of a "decisive response"
after Donald Trump said he ordered the US navy to destroy Iranian
boats that harass American ships in the Gulf. "All action will be
met with a decisive response that will be efficient and quick."
Major General Hossein Salami said. “We have also ordered our
naval units to tar get US boats and forces if they try to endanger
the safety of our ships or boats of war."
Tensions between the arch foes flared after an incident in the Gulf
USS Arlington has joined the Gulf Fleet
in April in which nearly a dozen small Iranian boats steered within
a few yards of US warships. On Wednesday, the US president said he had " instructed the US navy to shoot down and
destroy any and all Iranian gunboats if they harass our ships". In response, Iran summoned to Tehran the Swiss
ambassador who represents US interests in the Islamic republic, state media saki.
Maj Gen Salami said this incident was the result of "unprofessional and dangerous behaviour by the Americans in the
Persian Gulf" and indicated that the US actions had been affected by an outbreak of nationalist fervour —there was
operational turmoil and disorder among US naval units at sea." he said, adding that command and control of their
military units may have been weakened by the coronavirus. Iran and the US are among the countries hardest hit by
the pandemic. Tehran called for Washington to be held accountable for sanctions that have hampered its efforts to
fight the outbreak.
Ahmed Vahdat

HMS LANCASTER Celebrates 30th BIRTHDAY
This year marks a milestone birthday for the Queen’s Frigate as she enters her fourth
decade since being launched by her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on 24 May 1990. The
Monarch is the ship’s very own sponsor and takes a keen interest in LANCASTER’s
activities across the globe. In order to celebrate the occasion, the Ship’s company
gathered on the flight deck to mark the anniversary and tuck into the enormous cake
baked onboard by the duty chefs.
More updates for the ship appear in the tailpiece on page 14.
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CHINDIT HEROES OF THE KING’S OWN ROYAL REGIMENT
Sergeant William BOLTON, No. 3709974, 2nd Battalion KORR
Immediate Award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM).
The Chindits
During the Second World War campaign in Burma (now named Myanmar) a visionary officer named Orde Wingate
propounded a theory involving the delivery of British forces into enemy rear areas, where the British troops could
attack enemy lines of communication, destroying bridges, tunnels and enemy supply dumps, whilst tying down enemy
security forces who were attempting to destroy the invaders. This type of warfare was named Long Range Penetration
and the Chindits were classed as a Special Force. This activity was to be done in harmony with a British advance from
elsewhere by the main force, so that the enemy could not concentrate his troops to meet the British advance.
Delivery of most troops was to be done by glider, and as soon as serviceable airstrips had been constructed in the
jungle supplies would be flown in and the wounded and sick flown out. The British troops involved were ordinary
infantry battalions or artillery or reconnaissance regiments employed as infantry, and each unit was split into two
marching columns. Very tough training took place in India where many men aged over 30 years were found to have
insufficient strength and stamina to continue as Chindits. A preliminary Chindit operation took place in 1943
(OPERATION LONGCLOTH) using one infantry brigade but in 1944 a second much bigger operation was mounted using
five brigades (over 20,000 men) and named OPERATION THURSDAY. A sixth brigade was detached to support the
defence of Kohima when that town was attacked by the Japanese.
On this 1944 operation some units were designated to land with pack-mules in their gliders, march through the jungle
to a suitable blocking position such as easilydefended ground adjacent to an enemy
railway line or road, build a large brigadesized defensive position known as a Block
(or Stronghold), prevent enemy use of the
railway line or road, and defend the Block
against enemy attacks. An airstrip would be
constructed inside the block allowing field,
anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns, and
sometimes fighter planes, to be flown in,
and Allied ground attack aeroplanes would
be on call to break up enemy hostile
movements. When columns were on the
move they would request by radio that
supplies be air-dropped to them in suitable
jungle clearings - delicate items such as
medical stores would drop under parachutes
and robust items such as sacks of rice would
be free-dropped.
The fly-in by glider
The 2nd Battalion of the King’s Own Royal Regiment took part in OPERATION THURSDAY as part of 111 Brigade, and the
Battalion was split into Nos. 41 and 46 Columns. On Sunday 5th March 1944 leading elements of the King’s Own flew
by night from Lalaghat airfield in India to a clearing named Broadway in the Burma jungle. On the ground there were
several crashes when gliders landing at fast speeds in the dark hit static ones that had already landed in the clearing,
and 23 men were killed and 30 injured. But American engineers got working immediately with light mechanical plant
and an airstrip was in use within a few hours.
The King’s Own columns then marched out and manoeuvred in the jungle against Japanese lines of communication
whilst other brigades constructed Blocks; during this time the King’s Own gained a reputation for being unlucky on
supply drops when aircraft carrying three such drops in succession failed to find them. The two Columns survived by
buying food from local villagers.
On 24 March a disaster occurred when Major General Orde Wingate, the Chindits’ Commander, was killed in an air
crash. His successor, the Commander of 111 Brigade, W.D.A. Lentaigne, did not believe in the Wingate philosophy of
Long Range Penetration, and in this he was supported by the Commander of the 14th Army, Lieutenant General Bill
Slim. Both men came from Gurkha regiments and Slim had a cabal of senior Gurkha officers running the Burma
campaign in an orderly conventional manner; Special Forces were tolerated, just, but not applauded.
After Wingate’s death there was a noticeable lack of action and direction amongst Chindit units as Lentaigne dithered.
Jack Masters took over command of 111 Brigade and turned out to be an effective and considerate leader. In May
Slim, Lentaigne and the American General “Vinegar Joe” Stilwell decided to place the Chindits under Stilwell’s
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command to support his Chinese soldiers who were advancing south from Assam in India to hopefully capture
Myitkyina in Burma. This was another disaster as Stilwell did not like British troops and also did not understand Long
Range Penetration tactics; he treated the Chindits as conventional infantry and many Chindits were to die because of
this when they were ordered to attack enemy defensive positions without the aid of conventional supporting arms and
equipment.
The march north
111 Brigade marched north now with a definite mission of establishing a block near Hopin that was named
BLACKPOOL Block. On the way the King’s Own fought off Japanese attackers, ran badly short of water, and never had
more than three-days’ worth of rations every five days. 46 Column established BLACKPOOL (initially named
CLYDESIDE) on 7th May, and was attacked whilst digging defensive trenches. The 111 Brigade cipher officer provided
this description of BLACKPOOL:
“The position lay on a series of ridge features jutting
out from the lower slopes of the hills we had just
crossed. They were small ridges but very sharp …
Brigade headquarters was sited in the middle, at the
top of the highest feature …”
He described the outlook from Blackpool:
“A long, narrow stretch of open country directly
below, a river and a railway a mile away. Namkwin
Village, with its little railway station, a prime target.
The road, disappearing north to Mogaung and south
to Indaw. On the far side of the valley were more hills
and in these hills 77 Brigade was resting, after weeks
of fighting at Mawlu; 14 Brigade was away to the
south, moving up from Banmauk to protect us and
moving, as we thought, very slowly.”
Whilst the Brigade prepared defences at BLACKPOOL,
using a vast quantity of barbed wire that was dropped
from supply planes, “floater” columns were meant to
move in the jungle outside the Block to discourage aggressive Japanese activity, but as mentioned in the paragraph
above, sometimes these “floater” columns did not move fast enough, and appeared reluctant to closely engage the
enemy.
An officer in 3rd/9th Gurkhas, when commenting on the ground, said:
“Blackpool was the best choice under the circumstances but depended on a large body of floaters, which was
allocated but did not arrive.”
The defence of BLACKPOOL Block
On the second day in BLACKPOOL Block 46 Column came under attack and a sequence of events occurred that led to
Sergeant William Bolton of the 2nd Battalion The King’s Own Royal Regiment receiving the prestigious Distinguished
Conduct Medal (DCM). His citation below is self-explanatory:
“On 8th May 1944, No. 2 Platoon, 46 Column, was occupying an important hill feature in ‘BLACKPOOL’ Block. The
Commander and two Sections were absent on duty leaving Sergeant BOLTON and two Sections with one Section of
medium machine guns (two guns) on the position.
At approximately 0100 hours the position was attacked by enemy estimated at one platoon. In the ensuing battle
which lasted 3 hours Sergeant BOLTON organised the defence so that the attack was beaten off with estimated enemy
losses of 30. At first light he took a party of men forward and recovered the bodies of a Jap officer and man from
whom valuable identifications and information were obtained.
On 11th May 1944, No. 2 Platoon, 46 Column, were outside the perimeter wire of BLACKPOOL Block as a fighting patrol,
and the enemy in dug-in positions were encountered. The Commander and several men were wounded in the first
exchange of shots. Sergeant BOLTON, with utter disregard for his own personal safety, rushed forward to within ten
yards of an enemy light machine gun (LMG) firing his carbine, killing one Jap for certain and quietening the LMG,
thereby enabling the wounded to escape.
He brought back a wounded non-commissioned officer, and then coolly withdrew the remainder of the platoon. On the
subsequent roll call it was discovered that two wounded men had left behind 1 LMG and 1 carbine on the enemy post.
Sergeant BOLTON immediately organised a section and personally led it under enemy fire and recovered the weapons.”
Recommended by Major L. Heap, Officer Commanding No. 46 Column.
This was just the start of very savage fighting in and around BLACKPOOL Block in which the King’s Own played a
leading part.
Harry Fecitt - TO BE CONTINUED
We are hoping to provide a talk rembering the ‘Forgotten Army’ in the Autumn, Covid permitting.
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The Colour of Victory
Scenes of celebration marking the end of the Second World War appeared on a series of eight stamps for its 75th
anniversary issued by the Royal Mail. It may be the nearest we come in this strange year to public thanksgiving for VE
Day on May 8, or even V J Day on August 15. The chosen photographs look joyful enough, with the waving of flags and
joyful homecomings for families and soldiers alike.
They have been skilfully colourised by Royston Ironard, and this certainly gives them immediacy. Some of the
individuals so depicted have even stepped forward having recognised themselves. Not all the colourisation going on is
accurate – I recently saw an RAF truck with airmen in uniform all having been given the khaki treatment! These
digitisers are clever people for sure, its just a pity their research is occasionally lacking!

One Woman’s War - Eileen Younghusband
Winston Churchill immortalised the fighter pilots who won the Battle of Britain as “The Few”,
but behind them was another group even fewer and mostly women whose work was too
secret to acknowledge.
In this excellent book Eileen pays tribute to the unsung women of the Women’s Auxiliary Air
Force who worked in the Filter Room. To become a Filterer Officer required great aptitude,
skill and judgement to interpret the often confusing information from the then quite primitive
radar network. Their calculations forewarned of Luftwaffe targets, saved lives and vital
resources and enabled the fighter controllers to direct the fighters to their targets. She also
recalls her experience of being in London during the blitz.
Eileen was one of only eight Filterer Officers to serve in Belgium targeting the V2 missile
launching sites. As war ends she is assigned as a guide to the German concentration camp
near Brussels. Not only facing reminders of torture and human degradation, she suffered insults and antagonism from
the imprisoned Belgian collaborators who replaced the camp inmates.
It is also a story of love and loss, family and long-time friendships and correspondence with German and French pen
pals, which in retrospect, contained many different perspectives on the Nazi regime.
This is a wonderful book and very readable and once you have started it you will be reluctant to put it down until you
have read the final chapter.
Raymond Hirst
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BRITAIN'S WAR - A NEW WORLD
It is nearly impossible, given the vast battery of literature
on the subject, to write a history of the Second World
War from the British perspective that says much that is
original. Daniel Todman, of Queen Mary University of
London, showed in 2016 that he could do this when he
published Britain’s War: Into Battle, 1937-1941, placing
the country's preparedness for the rigours of war in the
context of its moral and financial health in the late 1930s.
Now his second volume, A New World, 1942-1947, takes
the Story from the calamities of Singapore and Tobruk
through to the aftermath of what was effectively an
existentialist struggle. It ends with Britain in a state of
austerity that makes a mockery of what we have
experienced since 2008.
The book is a superb work of research and synthesis and with its predecessor it completes an account of the British
war that will prove hard to surpass. Todman also has an advantage denied too many of his colleagues in academia, in
being able to write fluently, concisely and with absolute clarity. He brings out usually underplayed aspects or the war
such as the financial questions, without straying into the current, nauseating obsession of too many academic
historians, who accentuate issues such as gender or race out of any proportion to their relevance to the narrative. That
said, one rare lacuna in a book that gives full credit to the women who worked in factories, on the land and as
housewives keeping homes together, is that perhaps too little is said about the roles of women in uniform. But there is
much else in this volume of astonishing range that this is a forgivable omission.
The author has placed an enormous amount of information into the book, drawn from both primary and secondary
sources, Todman ably combines military and political history. More than simply giving the martial context to Cabinet
decisions, he gives crisp accounts and analyses of the main campaigns such as the fall of Singapore in February 1942
for instance, one of the most abject disasters in British military history. “I find it difficult to realise, Churchill told
Roosevelt in early March that year, “how gravely our British affairs have deteriorated by what has happened since 7th
December - the day the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbour.
As if that were not bad enough, the movement for Indian independence was cranking up, just as the Japanese went
rampaging through Burma en route for the “Jewel in the Crown”. Malta was being pummelled into dust and slowly
starvd (though holding out magnificently), and there were a series of setbacks in the Western Desert. At home, coal
miners shold their determination to beat Hitler by going on strike, and Churchill’s grip was unsteady that candidates
from the new Common Wealth Party started to stand in - and even win – by-elections where normally supporters of
the Government would be returned unopposed.
The narrative then takes us through the turn of the tide at El Alamein, followed by the Allied victory in the North
Atlantic and the invasion of Sicily and mainland Italy. By the time preparations are advanced for the invasion of
Normandy, the Germans are on their knees, already being driven back in the east by the relentless might of the Red
Army; but as Todman points out, there would be no repeat of the German attitude in similar circumstances in 1918,
when they sued for armistice. The Allies wanted unconditional surrender.
Todman gives a thorough account of the home front, although
interesting sections on the effect of Americans on British life,
on crime and delinquency and on a sexual revolution (much of
it already previewed in his earlier volume) are regrettably brief.
His exploration of British culture takes in film and the BBC,
both of them hugely important; it would have been helpful,
though, to have a wider indication of the intellectual life of the
war, not least through the work of essayists such as Orwell and
novelists such as Greene and Waugh. The country's musical life
also flourished as never before during these years: but when
dealing with a subject this vast, it is impossible to include
everything of significance.
Todman does supply the odd vignette that brings home the
frequent absurdities of the men to whom the drive to victory
was entrusted. There is the ever-vain and posturing Mountbatten, Who insists on taking a personal hairdresser with
him. We see Archbishop Temple, so fat and his knees so wrecked by his adiposity that, In 18th Century style, he had to
be carried around at the end of his life by four wheezing footmen, as he worked indefatigably to assist the war effort.
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When Eisenhower went home on leave in early 1944 he kept addressing his Wife, Mamie, as "Kay", the name of his
rather soignée army driver and mistress. His far more chaste English counterpart, Montgomery, is portrayed in sadly
familiar terms as an egomaniac, constantly trying to displace rivals in order to seize more of the glory for himself, and
having to write a letter of grovelling apology to Eisenhower for over-reaching himself in his ambition to be top dog.
But then Montgomery was not the first feted leader to make the mistake of believing his own publicity and he won't
be the last.
Churchill remains a challenge for anyone writing about
Britain during the war, not least because there is nothing
new to be said about him. The test is to put an accurate
evaluation on Churchill's achievement and to distinguish
myth from reality. Todman passes with flying colours. The
well known critique of Churchill by Sir Alan Brooke laces
much of the narrative: Todman adds to it Churchill's equally
well-known heavy drinking and his failure to prepare for
summit meetings but, instead, to use his enormous political
experience to “wing it" through such events. He is firm and
right to put the blame for the Conservative party’s
humiliation in the 1945 election as much at Churchill's door
as at those of the pre-war appeasers whose dereliction from
1933 onwards stuck in the memories of those who endured
the war and influenced their voting patterns.
Churchill, as Todman reminds us, had to be pressured by
Attlee and other of his Labour colleagues into letting the
Government Start to make plans for the world - there could
be no repeat of the post-1918 situation of insecure jobs, poor housing provision and an education system that trapped
people in their social classes. He went into the 1945 election however with nothing distinct to say to the public about
a programme for the future, simply relying on the fact that he had been the war leader, and that Labour, if elected,
promised a form of totalitarian socialism enforced by a sort of “Gestapo". Churchill uttered that foolish remark in a
party political broadcast on the BBC. His chief whip, James Stuart, told him that he could fight the election in whatever
way he chose, “but it is not my idea of how to win an election".
Todman makes extensive use of Mass Observation data and a remark by a working-class woman in her 20’s
shows what Churchill was up against, and it wasn't just the appeasers; "Well. Labour’s for the workers and no good
being a worker and voting for somebody who'll stand for the bosses”. He also explodes the myth that Labour was put
into power by the votes of servicemen who had been indoctrinated by the Army Education Corps: most servicemen
did not vote, though most of those who did voted Labour. He quotes an estimate that 30 per cent of salaried workers
supported Attlee, the desire for change was profound.
However, the author does not lay off the inadequacies of the new masters: the infantile conspiracies of the effective
but unpleasant Herbert Morrison and the simply unpleasant Harold Laski, who were determined to throw Attlee out;
the of Manny Shinwell , the Minister
of Fuel and Power whose approach
to the coal industry was shaped
mainly by class hatred: and the
plotting of the unworldly Stafford
Cripps.
With the foundation of welfare
State and so called era of the
Common man, which are the main
legacies of the war, Todman takes us
to the threshold of the world in
which we live. One of the prime
ordinances of history is that it
should help those who read it
understand why we are where we
are, who we are and how we are.
Todman
achieves
that
goal
magnificently.

Simon Heffer
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75 Years on and still we are Squabbling
The Second World was a war like no other,
and yet it has become our idea of war itself.
On the 75th anniversary of its end, it is
surely time to re-examine both its
characteristics and consequences. The
paradoxes are striking. The Second World
War brought world history together for the
first time, partly because of the global
reach of the conﬂict - but also because it
accelerated the end of colonialism in Africa. the Middle East and South East
Asia. And yet every country involved has tended to cling to its own national
narrative.
Many cannot agree on when the War began or even when it ended. Most
European's assume that it started with Hitler’s assault on Poland. For Americans,
the war started in December 1941 with the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour
and Hitlers declarartion of war on the United states.The Kremlin, meanwhile,
insists it began only in June 1941 when Hitler invaded the Soviet Union. But for
the Chinese the Second World War started in 1937, with the Sino-Japanese War.
And many in Spain are still convinced that it began in 1936 with General
Franco's nationalist uprising to overthrow the Spanish Republic.
Historians often extend the conﬂict even further, arguing over what is called the "Long War” of the 20th century. Some
say it lasted from 1914 to 1945. Others extend the period until the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1990, with the
period from the Russian Revolution as an intemational civil war.
So many aspects are not what they appear on the surface. As a young officer in Germany in the Cold War years, my
Regiment was based next to the site of Belsen concentration camp. I remember when excercising polo ponies in the
early morning that they would become nervous if we ever approached the camp, and dogs too, became unsettled.
The only time I visited the place, I saw a memorial plaque to the French Jews who died there: “Aux Juifs Francsai qui
sont morts pour la gloire et la patrie.” The very idea of French Jews dying for glory and the fatherland in the squalor of
Belsen struck me as grotesque.
Many year later, I went to see French Historian Henry Rousso. In the course of our conversation, I happened to
mention this impression to him. "“I entirely understand your reaction he replied, "but you are completely wrong" ‘. It
was the French Jews themselves who insisted on having exactly the same inscription as everyone else. This was
because they would never forgive Vichy for having tried to take away their nationality.
Some misunderstandings about the Second World War are perfectly innocent. Others are deliberate distortions off the
truth. One of the unique aspects of the conﬂict is that the subject should still be such a propaganda battleground 75
years later.
May 9th is Victory Day in Russia, and we can expect more arguments from President Vladimir Putin that the Soviet
Union won the Second World War single-handedly. He wants to include a constitutional amendment on "historical
truth" to "protect the great achievement of the poeple in defence of the Motherland". This attitude is a fundamental
part of his complaint that Russia is a major world power, but has not been taken seriously.
According to German sources, just over four million Wermacht fatal casualties took place on the Eastern Front, which
amounted to about three-quarters of the total Wermacht death toll of 5.3 million. This forms the basis of the Russian
claim that it was the Red Army that broke the back of the Wehrmacht, and not the British or the Americans. Yet at the
same time Putin refuses to acknowledge the American and British contribution to Soviet survival and victory on the
Eastern Front. But the Soviet Union could never have defeated Hitler on its own. If the United States had not provided
nearly half a million military vehicles to the Soviet Union through the Lend-Lease, then the US Army would have
reached Berlin well before the Red Army. Putin deliberately ignores the fact that — as Nikita Krushchev famously put it
— even Stalin "stated bluntly that if the United States had not helped us, we would not have won the war".
In his attempt to impose an increasingly Russian nationalist slant on the history of the war, Putin has also tried to
blame Britain and France, along with Poland, for failing to stop Hitler in 1938. He asserts that this was what forced
Stalin to make the Nazi-Soviet Pact. There is no mention of Stalin‘s paranoid purge of the Red Army, which weakened
it so disastrously just as the threat of war increased.
A major reason why the study of history is so important is to help us avoid repeating strategic mistakes. Unfortunately,
the Second World War has long been the dominant reference point for almost every crisis and conflict. In moments of
turmoil, people feel a need to understand so they look back, searching for a pattern, but history can never be a
predictive mechanism. We must watch out when political leaders and the media are tempted to indulge in misleading
historical parallels.
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In 1956, during the Suez Crisis, Anthony Eden compared Nasser to Hitler. Immediately after 9/11, George W Bush
compared the attack on the Twin Towers to Pearl Harbour, in the case of Al-Qaeda's terrorist spectacular in New York,
produce a mentality of state-on-state warfare, rather than treating it as a security problem.
Not surprisingly we are being subjcted to many references to the Second World War when facing the invisible enemy
of Covid-19, purely to make people sit up and take notice. Attempting to make comparisons also brings us back to the
bewildering variety of the conﬂicts within the Second World War. They stretched from the North Atlantic to the South
Pacific; from the snow fields of Norway and Finland to the Libyan Desert; from jungle fighting in Burma and on the
atolls of the Paciﬁc Rim, to the massacres by SS Einsatzgruppen in the borderlands of Central Europe.
For those involved in the fighting in one place, battles on the other side of the world could have been taking place on
another planet. And when it came to the unspeakable horrors of the Sino-Japanese War, they could have been taking
place in the dark ages, when marauding hordes terrorised peaceful populations into submission with conspicuous
cruelty. To imagine all this today, after 75 years of peace in Europe, is indeed difficult.
Perhaps the hardest for all of us to comprehend fully is the true experience of soldiers. The conditions under which
men fought were so desperate that today we can hardly imagine how they endured them. Even many who were there
look back with amazement. One Red Army officer, Vladimir Ivanovich Tyulenov, said "Nowadays, I can‘t believe that
we were able to live in the trenches, in the open, in the snow, never taking off our shoes or clothes, with no water or
source of heat. How on earth did we all survive that?" Between I94l and 1945, some Red Army soldiers - those who
Survived the battles along the way – fought and marched for more than 7,500 miles.
Red Army soldiers, afraid both of their Nazi enemy and of execution by their own side, were put under a terrible
psychological pressure. They and Soviet civilians were crushed pitilessly between the two totalitarian regimes. Red
Army snipers at Stalingrad, for example, were ordered to shoot starving Russian orphans. who had been tempted with
crusts of bread by German infantrymen to fill their water bottles in the Volga.
The sheer brutality of the Second World War is underlined by the fact that for the ﬁrst time in the history of modern
confict, far more civilians were killed than combatants. This can only be explained in terms of idealogically fuelled
dehumanisation - nationalism stirred to a fever pitch and extolling racism as virtue on on side, but also Leninist class
warfare aiming to exterminate all opposition on the other. Not surprisingly the Soviet Union fought tooth and nail in
UN committees after the war to prevent class warfare from being included in the international definition of genocide.
The great Soviet physicist and dissident, André Sakharov, observed that Stalin may have killed more people, but Hitler
had to be defeated ﬁrst — and he was, of course quite right. If the Nazis had succeeded in defeating the Soviet Union,
their so-called Hunger Plan to reduce the population through deliberate famine would have dwarfed even the horrors
of the Holocaust.
No other period in history offers so rich a source for the study of moral choice, individual and mass tragedy, the
corruption of power politics, idelogical hypocrisy, the egomania of some commanders, betrayal, perversity,
unbelievable sadism, but also self- sacrifice and unpredictable compassion. In short, one of the most important lessons
of the Second World War is that it defies generalisaton and easy categories.
Perhaps the Second World War's most important lesson is a moral one. Even in the midst of the most horrifying
conditions, there were those who never let go of their fundamental belief in humanity. Their example is something
worth upholding as we struggle to resolve the profoundly disturbing challenges and conflicts of the world today.
Antony Beevor – ‘The Second World War’ (Weidenfield & Nicholson £14.99)
In the introduction, Beevor discusses the background of the war, including the rise of Nazism in post-World War I
Germany, and the formation of alliances with Italy and Japan. Throughout the bulk of the book, Beevor jumps back and
forth throughout the different theatres of war. He begins by detailing Germany's invasion of Poland, Germany's
alliance with the Soviet Union, and the invasion of France. Interspersed are chapters focusing on the Second SinoJapanese War along with others building up a description of global events.The perspective then expands to include
the Mediterranean and Middle East theatre, the Battle of the Atlantic, the Battle of Britain, and the Balkans Campaign.
Beevor Follows up with a major shift in focus onto the Eastern Front, detailing Operation Barbarossa, the Battle of
Moscow, Operation Blau, and the epic Battle of Stalingrad, a conflict which excels in describing. Simultaneously, he
also depicts the events of Pearl Harbor, the ensuing events in Asia, the Pacific, North Africa, as well as the Holocaust.
As the Allies began to turn the war decisively in their favour. Alternating between the major events, Beevor
details Operation Torch, American victories in the Pacific, and the Soviet counterattacks on the Eastern Front, the
invasion of Sicily and Italy. In what Beevor terms the "Spring of Expectations", the Allies launch major offensives
against Axis forces on all fronts: The Soviets push westwards successfully, while the Western Allies launch Operation
Overlord, and numerous defeats are inflicted upon the Japanese.
As the war enters its final days, Beevor recounts the frantic race to Berlin between the Western Allies and the Soviets
along with the downfall of the Nazi regime. After the fall of Berlin, another topic Beevor has previously written about,
Beevor turns to the dropping of the atomic bombs and the surrender of Japan. He concludes with a recount of the
devastation caused by the war. This is an epic and detailed overview worthy of a wide readership.

Editor
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HMS Lancaster – Continued from page 6
LANCASTER played host in June to Vice Admiral Nicholas Hine CB Second Sea Lord, and The Right Honourable Ben
Wallace MP, Secretary of State for Defence as they met to discuss the availability of ships against today’s Royal Navy’s
ongoing global commitments against upkeep periods and the arrival of the Type 26 Global Combat Ships. It comes
after LANC’s four-year refit to prove her ability to become one of the UK’s high-readiness Frigates in 2021
The CO says “Whilst it has been a difficult time for many, there are silver linings too; we have discovered a much
better way to run duty watch routines during long periods alongside, which should improve our ability to plan time at
home on an individual basis, and because we were forced to compress our June programme into one continuous
period at sea we have completed our trials package whilst having enough time to enjoy some of the more unique
aspects of life in a warship – like hands to bathe and flight deck BBQs. We can now proudly report that the flight deck
has been re-commissioned, the primary weapons and sensors are all back online and as every day passes our
confidence in the reliability of power, propulsion and ‘hotel services’ improves. I’m very conscious that our plans to get
you all onboard were scuppered by CV19; we will find some new dates soon – I promise!”
LANCASTER’s journey towards frontline operations will continue over the coming
weeks and months; now that the majority of capabilities have been proven from a
material perspective, the focus will shift. LANCASTER will manage her own training
and maintenance schedule through July and August (including making a period of
leave) before reporting to Plymouth for Basic Operational Sea Training (BOST) in
September / October. Later in the year, LANCASTER looks forward to test firing her
Sea Ceptor missiles before taking part in an exercise run by the Norwegian Navy.
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